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OPTIMAL COMMODITY TAXATION  UNDER MONOPOLISTIC 

                COMPETITION

Yasuhito TANAKA*

Abstract: This paper considers the optimal commodity taxation under mono-

polistic competition. The optimal commodity taxes are partitioned into three 

parts. The first is the tax revenue part, which is proportionate to the required tax 
revenue; the second is the tax shifting part , which depends on differences between 
industries in the degree of shifting of taxation, and the last is the product variation 

part which depends on differences between industries in the effects of taxes on the 
numbers of products.

1. INTRODUCTION

 Recently several authors have theoretically or empirically investigated incidence 
of indirect taxes in oligopolistic situations. Dierickx, Matutes and Neven (1988) 
have shown that shifting of indirect taxes in an oligopoly with a fixed number of 
firms may exceed 100%. Stern (1987) and Besley (1989) have analyzed a case of 
free entry.' Katz and Rosen (1985) and Besley (1989) have presented some welfare 
analyses. Karp and Perl off (1989) have reported an empirical analysis about market 
structure and tax incidence in Japanese television market.' 

 These authors have not studied the problem of the optimal commodity taxes 
in an oligopoly. On the other hand the optimal commodity taxes under perfect 
competition have been studied by many authors .' Recently Myles (1989) has 
considered the optimal commodity taxes in an oligopoly with a homogeneous 

good, and shown that they are dependent on differences between industries in the 
degree of tax shifting. 

 This paper analyzes the optimal commodity taxes in the context of monopolistic 
competition. I consider several independent monopolistically competitive

 * I wish to thank an anonymous referee for his valuable comments on an earlier version of this 
paper. Any remaining errors are, of course, my own. 

1 Stern uses the term "monopolistic competiti on" as means a free entry oligopoly with a homogeneous 
good. In this paper it means an oligopolistic industry under free entry with endogenous number of 
differentiated goods. 

 2 Levin (1985) has studied the role of taxation to control poll ution in a Cournot oligopoly with a 
fixed number of firms. An earlier paper by Bishop (1968) has studied welfare effects of indirect taxes 
under perfect competition and monopoly, but he did not considered a case of oligopoly . 3 See, for example, Ramsey (1927), Baumol and Bradford (1970), Lerner (1970), Dixit (1970), 
Sandmo (1974) and Sandmo (1976).
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8 YASUHITO TANAKA

industries, and assume that the government determines  commodity taxes on the 
monopolistically competitive goods so as to maximize the consumers' welfare 
subject to the constraint that the tax revenue is equal to a predetermined value. 
I assume that the government can not utilize taxes on labor income and lump 
sum taxation. I shall show that the optimal commodity taxes are partitioned into 
three parts. The first is the tax revenue part, which depends on the required tax 
revenue; the second is the tax shifting part, which depends on differences between 
industries in the degree of shifting of taxation, and the last is the product variation 

part which depends on differences between industries in the effects of taxes on the 
numbers of products. 

 The next section presents the model. In section 3 I derive formulas for the 
optimal commodity taxes under monopolistic competition. The last section 
concludes this paper. In the Appendix I present an example of the analysis in this 

paper.

2. THE MODEL

 Consider an economy with n monoploistically competitive industries, I call each 
such industry the i-th industry, i= 1,  2, • • , n, in which there are mi, which is 
endogenously determined, differentiated products and firms. For tractability I 
treat mi's as continuous numbers. 

 I use the following notation. 
xij : output of the j-th product in the i-th industry 
Xi : total output of the products in the i-th industry 

pij : price of the j-th product in the i-th industry 
ti : specific commodity tax on the products in the i-th industry 

 I ignore the distributive considerations in this paper, and focus attention to the 
efficiency aspect of the optimal commodity taxes under monopolistic competition.' 
The prices of goods and tax revenues a.re expressed in units of labor, which serves 
as the numeraire. 

 Consumers' utility is represented by 

n mi 

w= E or(Ut)+ Y= E E ui(xii) + Y(1) 
i=ll=1 j=1 

where IT denotes leisure enjoyed by consumers. Each 4i(Ut) is increasing and 
strictly concave, each ui (•) is also increasing and strictly concave,' and ui (0) = 0, 

or(0) = 0 for each i. Strict concavity of (Pi implies that the products are substitutes 
in each industry. This utility function implies that demand for the products in 
one industry is independent of the products in the other industries. This 
specification of monopolistic competition is according to Spence (1976) and 

4 For analyses of the optimal commodity taxes under perfect competition which explicitly treat 

distributive issues, see Mirrlees (1975), Diamond (1975) and Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976). 
5 Strict concavity of u; excludes the case where the products are homogeneous.
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Mankiw and Whinston (1986).6 
 Consumers' budget constraint is written as 

 n  m; 

E E pijxij + Y= L 
                                   i=1 j=1

9

(2)

where L is the maximum labor supply, so L- Y is the actual labor supply, and 
is equal to labor income. 

  From (1) and (2), consumers' utility maximization yields 

'
tu;(xi;) , i= 1, 2, • • •, n and j=1, 2, . • •, mi (3) 

This is the inverse demand function for the j-th product in the i-th industry. 
  The cost function of the firms in the i-th industry is cl(xij) which is twice 

differentiable. I assume that all firms have the same cost function in each industry. 
The cost function has the increasing returns to scale property, that is, the average 
cost of each firm is decreasing in its output, which implies that the marginal cost 
is always smaller than the average cost. In an equilibrium under monopolistic 
competition, each firm sets its output so that the marginal revenue, which is smaller 
than the price, is equal to the marginal cost. On the other hand the price should 
be equal to the average cost from free entry. Thus the marginal cost must be 
smaller than the average cost in an equilibrium. 

 The profit of the j-th firm in the i-th industry is represented as 

ti)xi;-cl(xij)-[(lliui(xi;)-ti]xij-ci(xij) 9 

i=1,2, •• ,n and j=1,2, • •,mi 

Each firm selects its quantity, xi j, so as to maximize its profit given (Ut ). Under 
the assumption that mi is large for each i, Ut is given for each firm in the i-th 
industry. The first order conditions for profit maximization are 

Ku;+xiju;')-cl-ti=0 , i= 1,  2, • , n , and j=1, 2, •, mi(4) 

The second order conditions are 

4;(2u'i'+xi"!r)—ci'<0, i=1,2, •••,n, and j=1,2, •••,mi(5) 

Under free entry we have the following zero profit conditions for the firms in the 
i-th industry, 

[(1)iui(xij)-ti]x if- cl(xij)=0 , i= 1, 2, • •, n and j=1, 2, • • •, mi (6) 

(4), (5) and (6) define the equilibrium of the i-th industry. 
 The firms are identical in each industry, hence we have a symmetric equilibrium 

in each industry. In a symmetric equilibrium we have (W/O  = i[mini(xi)] where 

 6 Spence (1976) calls this specification of monopolistic competition "the generalized CES case". 
Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) presents a similar model of monopolistic competition. In the international 
economics literature, Krugman (1979), (1980) and Glos (1987) have used a simplified version of this 
specification.
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 xi is the output per firm (or equivalently per product) in the i-th industry, and 
the prices are equal over all products in each industry. I denote the equilibrium 

price of the products in the i-th industry by pi. Selection of ti for each i by the 
government determines xi and mi. Then the equilibrium price is obtained by 

Pi= Dniui(xi)]uX xi) 

 Differentiating (4) and (6) with x = xi and 01(U i) = (/)i[mini(xi )] with respect to ti, 

           A B dxi _ 1 
            C Ddmdti , i= 1,  2,•••, n (7) 

 x where

A = ;(2u;' +xiui + mi  ui(ui+xiui —cl 

B= oi'ui(ui+xiui') 

C = mix it/) i'(u i)2

and

D=xict i uiui

Then we obtain

dxi 

dti

1 

di
(D—xiB)=------1xi gi'uiui' 

di
i=1,2, ,n (8)

and

dmi 

dti

1 

A,
(xiA — C)

 1{
xi,i,,,,2„,„ll _----[4(2ui+)—Ci]+Yllixi~iuiuiI , 

di 
i=1,2, •• ,n (9)

where

di= AD— BC = xi(1)i'uiui[4)i(2ui'+x`u`" )—Ci']

This is positive from (5) and (Vi'  < 0, hence (8) is negative since u <0, so the 
output per firm in each industry is decreased by an increase in tax. On the other 
hand, the sign of (9) is ambiguous since the second term in the parentheses is 

positive. If (9) is negative (or positive), the number of products in the i-th industry 
is decreased (or increased) by an increase in tax. 

 From (8) and (9) the responses of the quilibrium price and the total output in 
the i-th industry to a change in tax are obtained as 

    dpi,2dxidm. 

    di= [C iui+ mi 4) i(ui)]di+4iuiu i-------dt 

                                                 r
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       =l~rrrnr2/l~ir/1•~urr2          ={x:qnuiui[~i(2ur+xiui) — cri] —xi 'LYLui(ui)} , 
           di 

 i=1,2, •••,n(10) 

and 

     dXidxidm,1 ,/,         ---=mi-----+xi----—=-{x~[~i(2ur+x `u`tr)—c'] 
dti dti dti d i  

 —mix?'ui'(ui—xiui)}  ,i= 1, 2, • • ., n (11) 

(10) is obtained from pi=4qmiui(xi)]ui(xi). It is unambiguously positive since 
< 0, so the commodity tax is unambiguously shifted to consumers. From strict 

concavity of ui and ui.(0) = 0, we have ui — xiu i(xi) > 0.' Thus (11) is unambiguously 
negative, and hence the total output in each industry is decreased by an increase 
in tax.

3. THE OPTIMAL COMMODITY TAXES

 The government determines the commodity tax, ti for each i,8 so as to maximize 
the consumers' welfare subject to the constraint that the tax revenue is equal to 
a predetermined value, T. Formally 

max w= E 4i[mini(x)] + Y 
i=1 

                          s.t. E timixi = T 
=1 

Writing this problem by a Lagrange function, 

  nn _ E i[mi ui (x)] + Y+ A( E timixi — T 
     =ll=t 

). is a Lagrange multiplier. Substituting the consumers' budget constraint, (2), into 
this, 

nn/ n 

`Y = E of [mini (x)] — 1] pimixi + L +E timixi — T      i=ll=1~i= 
Then we obtain the first order conditions as follows, 

 adm. dpidXi ----=opt(ui—xiu'i) ------`—Xi----+AXi+ti-----=0 ,i=1, 2, ..., n (12) a
tidtidtidti

   For details, see Takayama (1984), Theorem 1.C.3. 
s Since the demand functions for the products are symmetric , and all firms have the same cost 

function in each industry, the optimal commodity taxes for all products should be equal in each industry.
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where  Xi  =mix,. In derivation of (12) I use pi= 
 The consumers' surplus from the products in the i-th industry is written as 

CSI=4)i[m,u(x,)]—pimix,, i=1,2, .",n 

Let define

      1 aCSidm,1dm,      ©
i ---—----[4)Xui—xiu)]------ i=1, 2, ..., n X

, am, dti X,dti 

and 
             dCS,

=4';(ui — xiu) dmi— Xi op` , i= 1,  2, • • • , n     ~`_ d
tidti dti 

where I use pi= (/);u or is negative (or positive) if dmi/dti < (or >) 0 since ui — xiu > 0. 
I assume that dpi/dti, which is positive, is dominant even when dmi/dti>0, and iii 
is negative for all if Now I abbreviate the notations as Xit = dXi/dti, init = dmi/dti 
and pit= dpi/dti. 

 From (12) we obtain 

1 
_ —----------—il, i=1,2, ••,n(13) 

Xi + tiXit 

The denominator of (13) is the marginal effect of an increase in tax on the tax 
revenue in the i-th industry. It must be positive at the optimum. If it is negative, 
it would be possible to raise more tax revenue and increase consumers' utility by 
reducing taxes, then initial tax could not have been optimal. (13) implies that the 
optimal commodity taxes should be set so that a marginal ,reduction in the 
consumers' surplus per an increase in the tax revenue in each industry is equal. 

 Alternatively from (12) 

         11 
ti= — 

X—XiPi~+X,},i= 1, 2, ... , n (14)               Xi,

Substituting (14) into the tax revenue constraint, 

             In 

---~~X~-----[Pi(ui— xi ui)init—XiPit]= Xi, 

Then we obtain           

llX2  

TiXi,)4_ T 
where 

 9 el is the marginal effect of an increase in tax on the 

    X2 
---- +T 

i=i` Xit

(15)
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            ='~,X `-----)[c(ui_xiu)init_xiPit]=  EX        it1= lit 

This is positive since Xit and are negative. 
 Substituting (15) into (14), 

lnX2 ti =------Xjk~l(Xk+T [qt(ui — xiui)init—XiPit]—TXi     il\xi? 

                       2 

-------{T[1(ui—xiu)init—`YiPit+Xil----ci(ui—xiui)mitPit_ k  XirrXik =lXkt 

 (x)[_l ok(wk — xkuk)mkt —Pkt k= 1 Xkt Xk 

  lin( )(2
1i`~,1"Xk1    =------T~—XiyPit —L,IPkt+Xiyoi ——ekff,   Xirry k=1 ~`~ktk=1 XktJ 

i=1,2, •••,n(16) 

where 

n X2 
_k  

k= 1 Xkr 

This is negative since Xit < 0. From (16) the optimal commodity taxes are 

partitioned into three parts as follows, 

t*=t*(r)+t*(s)+t*(v) 

with 

                     t*(r)=1 11`--T, i=1,2, •••,n 
FXir 

t*(S) _ —
Xi,y[pit -- WA(Pkt)] , i= 1, 2, ... , n 

                               u and 

t t (u) 
XI                         y[0- WA(0k)] , i= 1,  2, • • • , n                                   Xit 

where 

                                    X2                                                k  
                   WA(pkt)=1 )Pkt                                  y k=1 Xkt 

is the weighted average of the degrees of tax shifting over all industries, and
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 1 nX2  WA(0k)=--- Ek)0k 
y k=1 Xkt 

is the weighted average of or defined above over all industries. The weight for the 

k-th industry in both weighted averages is (1 /y)(Xk /Xkt) 
 Now consider the implications of each part. 

(1) t *(r) : the tax revenue part. 

 This part is non negative, and depends on the required tax revenue. If we confine 
us to the case of balanced budget (T=0), this part vanishes. As we shall see below, 
the total tax revenue from this part over all industries is equal to the required tax 
revenue.

(2) t *(s) : the tax shifting part. 

 The sign of this part is determined by the relation between pit, which represents 
the degree of tax shifting in the i-th industry, and its weighted average over all 
industries WA(pkt). As I have shown above, pit is positive, so WA(pkt) is also 

positive. Since Xit and y are negative, and F is positive, the formula of this part 
implies that the smaller (or larger) the degree of tax shifting in an industry is, the 
larger (or smaller) the tax rate on the products in that industry should be. 

(3) t *(v): the product variation part. 

 This part is unique to monoploistic competition. An increase or decrease in the 
number of products in the industries directly affects the consumers' welfare under 
monopolistic competition. The sign of this part is determined by the relation 
between or, which represents the marginal effect of an increase in tax on the 
consumers' surplus per output through a change in the number of products in the 
i-th industry, and its weighted average over all industries kV A(0 Since Xit and 

y are negative, and F is positive, the formula of this part implies that the more 
(or less) an increase in tax increases the number of products in an industry, the 
larger (or smaller) the tax rate on the products in that industry should be. 

 We find 

n X22l n X2 
t *(S)Xi =-E-`----yCpit-WA(pkt)]_—y --`-----Pit— WA(Pkt) = 0 

i= 1 i=1 XuTT y i=1 Xit 

and        

nX2yll nXZ 
     t*(n)xi—y[or— WA(0k)] =--Eo-WA(0k)= 0 

i=1 i=1 X„1".I y i=1 Xit 

Thus the net tax revenues from the tax shifting and the product variation parts 

are zero. We can also find 

E t*(r)Xi=T 
i=1
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This means that the total tax revenue from the tax revenue parts is equal to the 

required tax revenue.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

 I have obtained the formulas for the optimal commodity taxes under mono-

polistic competition. The optimal taxes are partitioned into three parts. We find 
that the smaller (or larger) the degree of tax shifting in an industry is, the larger 

(or smaller) the tax rate on the products in that industry should be, and that the 
more (or less) an increase in tax increases the number of products in an industry, 
the larger (or smaller) the tax rate on the products in that industry should be. 

 In this paper I have considered only the case where the demand functions for 
the products in an industry are independent of the products in the other industries. 
Such assumption clarifies the implications of each part of the optimal commodity 
taxes. 
 Ramsey (1927), Lerner (1970) and Dixit (1970) have shown that under perfect 

competition with decreasing returns to scale and independent demand and supply 
functions, the rate of the optimal commodity tax for each good is characterized 
as to be proportional to a combination of the inverse of demand elasticity and 
the inverse of supply elasticity. Thus the optimal tax for an good depends only 
on the properties of demand and supply of that good. Contrasting to them I have 
shown that under monopolistic competition with increasing returns to scale, the 
tax shifting and the product variation parts of the optimal commodity taxes depend 
on differences between industries in the effects of taxes on the prices of the 

products or on the numbers of products in the industries even when the demand 
and cost functions are independent.

 APPENDIX  : AN EXAMPLE

 Consider two industries, and assumne the following utility function of consumers 

and the cost function of firms:

   m,Qt 

4),= (x) , 0<a<<1 and 0<il<<1 , 
          =1

i= 1, 2 (A.1)

and

c(xii)=kx;i+f , i= 1, 2 (A.2) 

I assume al > a2. This means that the goods of the industry 1 are more substitutable 
than the goods of the industry 2. k is the common constant marginal cost, and 

f is the fixed cost. As an illustration I consider the tax shifting parts of the optimal 
taxes. 

 Substituting (A.1) and (A.2) into the equilibrium conditions for the industries , 
(4) and (6), we derive
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 k-- ti=  0 , i= 1, 2 (A.3) 

llsi[mi(xxci`')]fl` 1—k—ti}xi—f =0 , i= 1, 2 (A.4) 

Then we obtain the equilibrum output per firm and the equilibrium price of the 

good for each industry as follows: 

               _ al.f                      x `(1 —al)(K+ti)a—_                                        1, 2 

and 
1 

pi=---(k+ ti) , i=1, 2 

al Then we derive 

dpi
=pit=----1 
                di , i= 1,  2(A.5) 

This and the assumption, al > a2, imply 

t*(s)>0 and t2(s)<0 

Therefore the tax to the industry with more substitutable goods should be higher 
than the tax to the industry with less substitutable goods. 

                                              Yamagata University
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